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Dvar Halacha – Cooking on Shabbos by Isaac Mizrahi, Grade 11
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Cooking, which includes baking or roasting, is the
eleventh  מלאכהof the  ל"ט מלאכותof Shabbos. The
definition of cooking is the altering of a substance
through heat. A dry item reaches a point of cooking
when it’s one-third cooked according to some authorities, half-cooked according to others. A liquid is considered cooked when heated to 110° Fahrenheit according to some, and as high 160° Fahrenheit according to others.

an oven door with food cooking within.

There are different acts that speed up the cooking
process and therefore are prohibited to perform on
Shabbos. One is prohibited from stirring a cooking
food, placing a lid on top of a cooking pan, or closing

A liquid which has cooled is considered to be
cooked again if reheated. Therefore, if a person has
a soup or sauce in the fridge, he may not reheat it at
all on Shabbos.

If a dry item was cooked previously, it is not considered to be cooked again if reheated, even if it has
completely cooled down. Therefore, one may place
a dry, completely cooked item near a fire to warm it
up. The Rabbanan prohibited one from putting such
an item directly on a fire because it appears like one
is cooking the item.

